
*Week 11  - Cancer



*Table Talk: What is something 
positive that has happened this 
past week or that you are grateful 
for?

*What are your successes and 
challenges of the past week?



*Review from Last Week

*Raising Animals for Food is Inefficient and damaging to 
the environment

* It takes 16 pounds of grain and 2400 gallons of water to 
produce 1 pound of meat

*Carbon Dioxide, Methane and Nitrous Oxide are all 
byproducts of the meat and dairy industry, contributing to 
global warming

*The equivalent of 7 football fields of land are bulldozed 
every minute

* If every American ate 1 less serving of chicken a week, it 
would be the same as taking ½ million cars off the road







*Dr. Greger – How Not 
To Die From Cancer

*https://youtu.be/0VX_oZBMSd4   8:10 

https://youtu.be/0VX_oZBMSd4
https://youtu.be/0VX_oZBMSd4




*Six Tips to Reduce the Occurrence of 
Cancer
*Avoid dairy products to reduce risk of prostate cancer.

*Limit or avoid alcohol to reduce the risk of cancers of the 
mouth, pharynx, larynx, esophagus, colon, rectum, and breast.

*Avoid red and processed meat to reduce the risk of cancers of 
the colon and rectum.

*Avoid grilled, fried, and broiled meats to reduce the risk of 
cancers of the colon, rectum, breast, prostate, kidney, and 
pancreas.

*Women should consume soy products in adolescence to reduce 
risk of breast cancer. Breast cancer survivors should consume 
soy products to reduce risk of cancer recurrence and overall 
mortality.
*Eat a diet rich in fruits and vegetables to reduce risk of several 
forms of cancer. 



*PCRM – Protect Our 
Kids

*https://youtu.be/oPaxW3BrgIY  0:32 

https://youtu.be/oPaxW3BrgIY
https://youtu.be/oPaxW3BrgIY






*Dr. Bernard – 
Prostate Cancer

*https://youtu.be/xfPKXjRZHvQ  9:08 

https://youtu.be/xfPKXjRZHvQ
https://youtu.be/xfPKXjRZHvQ






*Dr. Greger – Veggies 
Vs. Cancer

*https://youtu.be/RDGU5SFVJt0  3:02 

https://youtu.be/RDGU5SFVJt0
https://youtu.be/RDGU5SFVJt0




*Dr. Greger #1 
Anti-Cancer 

Vegetable

*https://youtu.be/8tAAehC4BYs  9:01 

https://youtu.be/8tAAehC4BYs
https://youtu.be/8tAAehC4BYs




* Specific foods that research studies have 
associated with anti-cancer properties include:

*Apples, especially their peel
*Beans, especially black beans
*Berries, especially cranberries
*Black pepper
*Broccoli
*Ceylon cinnamon
*Chili peppers
*Cocoa
*Coffee
*Flax seeds
*Garlic

*Green and herbal tea
*Greens
*Indian gooseberries
*Licorice (small amounts)
*Mushrooms, especially 
white button
*Nori seaweed
*Nuts, especially walnuts
*Red rice
*Sweet potatoes
*Tomatoes
*Turmeric



*Dr. Barnard – Breast 
Cancer 

*https://youtu.be/Ev8G5DmAjc4  13:53 

https://youtu.be/Ev8G5DmAjc4
https://youtu.be/Ev8G5DmAjc4




*Dr. Greger – Breast 
Cancer Survival

*https://youtu.be/4mIC_OKOjIQ  3:23 

https://youtu.be/4mIC_OKOjIQ
https://youtu.be/4mIC_OKOjIQ




*8 recommendations by World Cancer Research 
Fund

1. Be as lean as possible

2. Be physically active every day

3. Limit energy dense foods, avoid sugary drinks

4. Eat mostly foods of plant origin

5. Limit red meat and avoid processed meat: WHO says 
they are carcinogenic

6. Limit alcoholic drinks

7. Limit consumption of salt

8. Get your nutrients from food alone..not supplements


